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We present a new homotopy algorithm for linear programming. Its salient fea- 
tures are its simple description, and that it arises naturally from mathematical 
considerations. Specifically, the algorithm is defined by a homotopy between the 
singular piecewise linear system (representing the given problem to be solved) 
and a nonsingular linear system (incorporating all the problem data). In contrast 
to many homotopy algorithms whose starting points are independent of the partic- 
ular problem (such as the Dantzig-Lemke Simplex algorithm), this algorithm 
utilizes all relevant data to start. While the algorithm is primarily of theoretical 
interest, preliminary computer experiments suggest orthant counts typically fa- 
vorable to Lemke pivots on large problems. Cl 1988 Academic Pre\%. Inc. 
1. THE LPP AND THE LCP 
The linear programming problem (LPP) with data (A, 6, c) is to: 
(1) Minimize cx, subject to Ax 2 b, x 2 0, where c E W, b E R”, and 
A is a real m x n matrix: 
Letikf=[l -~T],q=[-~],andiV=n+m. 
Then, the (derived) linear complementarity problem (LCP) is to: 
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(2) Solve @,&O) = 9, where Q,,,: RN + RN is defined by Q,(O) = 
IO’ + MO-. Here, coordinatewise, 0: = maxtO;, 0) and 0; = min(@, 0) 
(so, 0 = O+ + O- and (O’, 0-j = O), and I is the identity. 
By duality theory of linear programming, these problems are equiva- 
lent, indeed there is a natural correspondence of solutions. (Suppose X, y 
are a pair of primal-dual optimal solutions of (1) with u, u the respective 
surplus slack variables. Then 0 = (g) - ($) solves (2). Conversely, if 0 
solves (2), then letting (‘:> = Of and (;) = -W, one gets a full primal-dual 
solution to (l).) 
For the general LCP one allows arbitrary real m X n matrices M and 
vectors q E RN. The relationship of the LPP to the LCP, and the unifying 
and fundamental nature of the latter, have been described by a number of 
authors, including Cottle and Dantzig (1968), Eaves and Scarf (1976), 
Mangasarian (1976), Murty (1985), and Smale (1983, 1986). Smale uses the 
LCP formulation of the LPP for both his average case complexity analysis 
of the Simplex algorithm (1983) and his Newton approximation to the 
Simplex algorithm (1986). There are close parallels between the analysis 
of our algorithm and the latter work. 
Our own interest in the LCP formulation of the linear programming 
problem stems from somewhat more general foundational questions, 
which we briefly mention, concerning proper complexity measures for 
continuous problems. Here, the linear programming problem with its vari- 
ous competing algorithms, defined within disparate models of computa- 
tion and evaluated using incomparable measures of complexity, is of par- 
ticular interest. It is our view (Blum, 1986a; Blum and Shub, 1986) that the 
(logarithm of the) condi?im of the problem (i.e., the “loss of precision”) 
is a key unifying parameter for complexity. In the case of the LPP, the 
LCP is the natural setting in which (to incorporate notions from linear 
algebra) to measure the condition of a problem at a solution (see also 
Mangasarian, 198 1; Mangasarian and Shiau, 1985). 
To further study the complexity of algorithms for linear programming, 
we are led to consider the condition along paths in the LCP setting. Since 
@‘M is in general singular somewhere along paths, it is natural to consider 
perturbations a’, of @‘M. These in turn give rise to natural homotopies and 
our algorithm. And, to come full circle, analytic and geometric properties 
of the homotopy paths themselves reveal information about the condition 
of the original problem. (See, for example, the figure at the end of the 
article). 
2. THEPERTURBED LCP ANDTHERESULTINGALGORITHM 
For notational purposes, we now replace 0 by x in (2). There should be 
no confusion since we will remain in the (derived) LCP setting. 
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@M has much interesting structure; e.g., it is Z on the positive orthant, 
Mon the negative orthant, and indeed, linear on each orthant, and contin- 
uous. 
To see the explicit structure of @)M on orthants, let the diagonal matrix S 
= (sJ of ? l’s specify the orthant Qs = {Sxlx E R”, xi 2 0). Let ei be the ith 
column of Z and mi, the ith column of M. Then 
@i4 = ($43 where $i = 
ei if Si = + 1 
WZi ifSi= -1 
represents the unique linear extension of &IQ, to RN. 
@M is singular on certain orthants. In an attempt to globally desingular- 
ize aM, we define, for 0 5 E 5 1, the perturbation @‘, : RN+ RN by @&) = 
ZX~ + Mx,. Here, coordinatewise, (x?!); = max(x;, FX;) and (~~7); = 
min(x;, &xi). 
Note that the graph of x7 looks like: 
and the graph of (.r,‘)i looks like: 
Also, x,’ = x+ + EX- and x; = xP + EX+ (so x,’ + X; = (1 + E)X and (xi, xi> 
= &l)X112 = 0 e E = Oorx = 0). 
The following proposition is basic for our algorithm. 
PROPOSITION 1. aC(x) = &(I + M)(x) + (1 - E)@%(X). 
Proof. For the left hand side we have 
aqx) = Ix,+ + Mx, = Ix’ + &IX- + Mx- + &Mx+ 
= @M(X) + &(Z.r + &lx+) (= %4(X) - E@.d-X)). 
While on the right hand side we have 
&IX + EMX + @‘M(X) - &@m(X) 
= &Ix+ + rzx- + &Mx+ + EMX- + @‘M(X) - &q&X) 
= r(Zx- + Mxf) + &f(x) 
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Thus the perturbed maps a’, define a natural homotopy between the 
linear map I + M(=@,) and the piecewise lineur map @M(=Qfg). 
This in turn suggests a natural homotopy algorithm to solve the LCP 
@‘M(X) = q: 
Follow a path of solutions to the parameterized family {a&x) = q} 
startingfirst with the simplest UIS~ F = I (i.e., solve (I + M)x = q) and 
then drive E down to 0. 
Note that all the data is used to start. 
For background and related work on homotopy algorithms for the LPP 
and the LCP see, e.g., Garcia and Zangwill (1981), Nazareth (1986), and 
Megiddo (1986), as well as the earlier mentioned papers. 
The rest of this paper is concerned with explicating and analyzing our 
algorithm. Additional complexity analysis, including analysis of the ho- 
motopy paths, and results of computer experiments will be contained in a 
forthcoming sequel. 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we show that for each F > 0, a, is a I-I, continuous, 
piecewise linear map. 
THEOREM 1. (1) (I + M) is nonsingular. 
(2) QE is linear on orthants and continuous. 
(3) For E > 0, a’, is l-l, subjective, and proper. 
LEMMA 1. (Mx, x) = 0 (see also Smale, 1986). 
Proof. In general, (Mx, x) = (x, Mrx), but since M is skew-symmetric, 
Mrx = -Mx, and so (Mx, x) = (x, -Ma) = -(44x, x). (Many results of this 
paper can be extended to the genera1 LCP with M positive semidefinite, 
i.e., with (Mx, x) 2 0 for all x). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Part (1) follows from (3) for E = 1. But more 
simply, by Lemma 1, ((I + M)x, x) = (x, x) + (Mx, x) = (x, x). Part (2) 
follows from Proposition 1 and the fact that for each E, both &(I + M) and 
(1 - E)@M are linear on orthants and continuous. More explicitly, the 
unique linear extension of Q&, to RN is represented by 
@f = Wi>, where ‘I’i = 
ei + Emi if Si = +1 
&f?i + mi if Si =r -1. 
Before we prove part (3) of the Theorem 1, we show a simpler, but 
related fact, namely that @z is nonsingular for E > 0. We also give an 
alternative representation for @z. 
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PROPOSITION 2. (I) @,f = ((1 + e)/2)(Z + M) + (( 1 - &)/2)(Z - M)S. 
(2) @z is nonsingular for E > 0 (and hence proper). Indeed, 
(3) Il@(~)ll414l. 
Remark. And so, for E > 0, the norm /1(@~)-‘(1 I l/c which is indepen- 
dent of S and M. This implies the continuity of the solution of the per- 
turbed LPP in the data (A, 6, c). 
Proof: Define .Y: coordinatewise so that (xz); = i 
.: i{ :I 1 ? land let 
xs = xi. So, for x E Qs, xi = x& and xf = xi, whe_re ‘s = -S. Also, as 
before, x” = xs + exs, x” + xs = (1 + E)X, and (x”, xz) = &llx(12. Part (1) of 
the proposition follows from Lemmas 2 and 3. 
LEMMA 2. Q,“(x) = Ix: + Mx!. 
Proof. 
@f(x) = (I + &M)XS + (El + M)xS - - = (ZxS + &ZXS) + (A4xS + &MXS) 
= zx,s +44x:. 
LEMMA 3. x” = ((1 + E)X + (1 - s)Sx)/2 and x9 = (( 1 + E)X - (1 - 
&)SX)/2. 
Proof. x” = xs + exS = 
.9)Sx)/2. Similarly for ~9. 
(x + Sx)/Z + (&(X - Sx))/2 = (( 1 + &)X + (1 - 
For part (2) of the proposition we have 
(@f(x), ;> = (Ix” + Mx~, xi> = (xl, xi) = EllXl12 = 0 e x = 0, 
and for part (3) we have by the above and Cauchy-Schwartz: 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 1 we have 
LEMMA 4. For x, y E IX, 
(1 + &)2(X - y)2 - (1 - &)2(IXJ - lyj)2 = 4&(X - y)2 + 2(1 - &>2((XJ Iyj - xy). 
Note that for F > 0, the right hand side is positive for x # y, and 0 for 
x = y. 
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Proof. 
(1 + E12(X - Y12 - (1 - 42(IxI - lull2 
= ((1 + &)2 - (1 - &)2)X’ + (( 1 + e)’ - (1 - &)?)JJ’ - 2(1 + F)lxy 
+ 31 - 42lxI IYI 
= 4&(X2 + y2) - tkxy + 8EXy - 2(1 + &yxy + 2(1 - F>2IXI IyI 
= 4&(X - y)2 - 2( 1 - &)2XY + 2(1 - &)21X1 Iyl. 
We now prove part (3) of Theorem 1: 
(@e(x) - WY), G - Yl> 
= <<d + M-4 - (Y,’ + MY,), x, - Yi> 
= cc? xc> - (x,+7 YP> - @f-G, Yi> - (Y,‘, 4 + (Y,‘, YC> - WY,, x,) 
= (x,t - Y,‘, x, - Y,> 
(1 = 
( 
+ 4(X - Y) + (1 - 4<lxl - lull (1 + E)(X - y) - (1 - &)(1X/ - IyI) 
2 7 2 > 
= +((I - &)2X(Xi - yj)2 - (1 - &)2E(IXil - lyil)2). 
Now suppose E > 0. By Lemma 4, if x f y this last quantity is positive, 
and so aC(x) # Q,,(y). Hence @, is l-l. 
Surjectivity then follows from injectivity, continuity, and the piecewise 
linearity of @‘, as a map of Iw N: Since @‘, is a l-l continuous map of RN to 
itself, we have, by the Brouwer Invariance of Domain Theorem (Eilen- 
berg and Steenrod, 1952), that a8 is open and so takes open neighbor- 
hoods of the origin to open neighborhoods of the origin. Hence QE covers 
a ball about the origin. By the homogeneity of each piece Q’, I es, we get 
that a, covers any ball about the origin. And so a’, is surjective. 
a’, is proper since each (linear) component is. 
4. THE HOMOTOPY 
Define @ : RN x I+ RN by @(x, E) = &(I + M)(x) + (1 - E)@~(x), where 
Z = [O, 11 is the unit interval. Thus, <P is piecewise linear in x, affine in E, 
and @(x, E) = QC(x). @ defines a homotopy between the invertible linear 
map Z + M and the piecewise linear map QM. (Some of the following 
results can be extended to more general “bilinear” homotopies.) 
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By Theorem 1, for fixed q, the relation 
defines a function x = X(E) for 0 < E 5 1. If &(x) = q has a unique 
solution, we extend the function to E = 0. 
Note that although for each E > 0, we have that @, is proper, it is not 
necessarily true that if li+i @(x, E) exists (or even if @(x, F) is constant), 
then {(x, E)} will be bounded. 
E 
Q,.,, C [w?. Then, although (X(R), F) + x, as F + 0, @(X(E), E) = i ) y 7 
Y((E = (-2, 0). Note that (-2, 0) 6C Image QM. However, if we let 
~~~0 = c-;;y$ then h-m 4(X7&), E) = 0 E Image QM. 
Nevertheless, we have the following: 
THEOREM 2. X(E) is a piecewise differentiable path, with ]lx<e>]l nonde- 
creasing as E + 0, that leads to a solution of @u(x) = q if one exists 
(indeed to the solution closest to the origin). If no solution exists, the path 
goes off to infinity. These are consequences, in part, of the simple de- 
scription and structure of the path on each orthant (see Propositions 4 
and 5). 
The rest of this section is devoted to proving this theorem. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose 0 5 E 5 1 and x E Int Qs. Let D@?,(x) be the 
derivative of a’, at x and let d@ld~ be the partial derivative of @ with 
respect to E. Then 
(1) D@,(x) = ~(1 + M) + (1 - E)@& = (al and is therefore nonsingular 
for E > 0. 
(2) X&3, = [(I + M) - @&l(x) = -a,(-~) = d(x). (Recall that s = 
-S.) 
Proof. Straightforward. 
For the following we will assume “0 < E 5 1 or 4$,, is invertible and 0 5 
& 5 1.” The property in quotes will be denoted by E(S). We will also 
suppose x E Int Qs. (If x E aQs, the following still holds with appropriate 
modifications.) 
Taking derivatives of (*) with respect to E we get by the chain rule 
D@Jx) $ + $ = 0, 
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giving us the homotopy differential equation 
g = (D%(x))- ($) = -(a$-‘(&)(x) (**) 
by Lemma 5. Thus X(E) is a piecewise differentiable path which we call the 
homotopy path for (_M, q). 
Let P” = (@f)-I@L, so dxldc: = -P”(x). Then 
PROPOSITION 3. 
g = (-l)“n!(P:)“(x) 
(= (- l)“n!((@,S)-I@&“(x)) 
which follows from 
LEMMA 6. 
(1) d”x/de” = -n(d”-‘P:ld@)(x). 
(2) d”-‘P:lds”-’ = (-l)n-l(n - l)!(P”)“. 
Proof. By induction. 
Thus if dxlds = 0 for some x on the path, then the path has constant 
value X. And so, if aM(x) = q has a unique solution x* E QS (in which case 
@,“M is invertible and dxlds(cl-=,,, exists), the path X(E) will lead to the solu- 
tion x(0) = x* as e + 0. 
The following proposition gives a simple description of the paths on 
each orthant . 
PROPOSITION 4. Let cl E 1w, XI E W bejixed and suppose E(S). Then, 
X(E) = x1 + (E, - E)PfX, (***I 
solves the differential equation (**) 
Remark. Compare this to the Euler iterate with step size (E - ~1): 
dx 
XEuler(E) = X1 + (E - &I) -& ~, = XI + (E, - E)P:,X,. 
Proof. Take the derivative of X(E) with respect to E: 
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2 = (E, - E)(-(P:)*q) - Pfx, 
= -P”(x, + (El - E)PfXJ 
= -P:?(E). 
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose E(S). Then 
(1) (P:(v), u) = &(IPz(u)()*. Therefore, 
(2) (P”(v), u) 2 0 (with equality @ E = 0 or au) = O), and (by 
Cauchy-Schwartz) 
(3) 4lp”II 5 1. 
Thus (by 2), if X(E) and xl are related by (***), and F 5 cl, then IjX(~)li 2 
l[xrII. This implies that on the homotopy path, &x(E)II is nondecreasing 
orthantwise as E -+ 0, and hence globally, by continuity. 
If, in addition, @& is invertible, then (Pox, , x,) = 0 and xi lies on the 
sphere centered at (1/2)Y(O) with radius (1/2)1(X(0)1/. This implies that if 
a,,,,(x) = y has a unique solution x* then the homotopy path on the final 
orthant lies on the surface of the sphere centered at (1/2)x* with radius 
u~2)llx*ll. 
To prove Proposition 5 we use the following: 
LEMMA 7. Suppose 0 5 E 5 1. Then 
(@,s(u) - ggu), 1,: - us)) = &J(l# - (u, 7J) 
(@f(u) - a&u>, *f - US) = ((L$ +Mu,“) - (2 + MUS), uf - US) 
= ((u: + u”) + M(uf - US), u:- US) 
= ((US - u”), (u” - u”)). 
Now, 
<<u: - u”), (uf - US)) = (u”, ul) + (2, US) - ((u”, US) + (US, 2)). 
Here, 
(u”, ul) = ~llul12, (u”, us) = 0, and (uz, u”) + (u:, u”) 
= &((,lS + EJ, u) + (US + &US, Su)) + $((rr~ + &US, u) - (2 + &/IS, Su)) 
= $((I + &)(U, u) + (1 - F)(SU, Su)) = (u, u) (since ST = Sand 5” = I). 
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Proposition 5 now follows by noting that @z(u) - g(v) = 0 if u = P”(u) 
(= (@:)-‘a@)). 
We have now proved Theorem 2 for the case that @A.,(X) = q has a 
unique solution. If there is no solution, then the homotopy path must 
go off to infinity: Suppose the homotopy path converges to X, so lipid 
(Q:‘(y), E) = (X, 0). By the continuity of a’, ljnn @,(Q;‘((/), F) = <D(X, 0). 
But then, q = QM(.Y). 
To show the path leads to the “smallest” solution,? in case of non- 
uniqueness, we prove a stronger result which sharpens and generalizes 
earlier results. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose 1 2 cl, ~2 2 0. Then 
where 
B = f(l - El)(l - .52)((IXI, IYl> - k Y>) 
and A can be written in any of the following ways: 
(1) A = &1(2 + E,)IYI~~ - (EI + 4(x, Y>. 
(2) A = &2(x, x - Y> - Q(Y, x - Y). 
(3) A = & - ~11~ - (~1 - ~2Xx, x - Y). 
Note that B is nonnegative. Also, thejirst two terms ofA ure nonnegative 
in (1) and theJirst term ofA is nonnegative in (3). 
Proof. This is a modification of Lemma 7 and a generalization of (the 
proof of) part (3) of Theorem 1, 
which equals A + B using representation (1) for A. The rest follows from 
the equivalence of (1) and (2) (easy) and of (2) and (3): 
2 The solution set for the derived LCP is a convex polytope and so has a unique point 
closest to the origin. 
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Homotopy paths for Q (x)= q. where h= 4 (l+M) -’ (9’3 0, = 1). 
9 startulg pwlts are q. 
Ending pants are solutions to@ ~(x)=@o(X)= 4 
(x Solves @$x):q@ : solves@~(x)=q where :=(I+M)-‘x.1 
&2(X, x - Y> - &ICY, x - Y> = (w - ElY, x - Y> 
= (&IX - Ely - &IX + EZX, x - y) = &,(X - y, x - y) - (E, - B&X, x - y). 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose Qs,(y) = QE2(x) and I 2 FI 2 FZ 2 0. Then 
(1) (x7 Y> ’ 0. 
(2) dY, x - Y> 2 (&2)(X, x - Y>. 
(3) (x, x - y) 2 0. 
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So, by (2) and (3) we have (y, x - y) 2 0. So y lies within the sphere with 
center (1/2)x and diameter llxll and hence llyll I I/XII, even ifE2 = 0. Thus, 
the homotopy path leads to the solution closest to the origin. 
If in addition, x, y are in the smme orthant and ~1 > ~2, then we huve 
(1)’ t-5 Y> = hllYl12 + +l12)h1 + 82). 
(2)’ (Y, x - Y> = (EZIE,)(X, x - Y). 
(3)’ (x, x - Y> = (EIIIX - Yl12Yh - E2). 
(4)’ llxl12 = llYl12 + ((El + &21/(&t - E2))IIX - Yl12. 
So if c2 = 0, y lies on the boundary of the above sphere. 
Proof. By Lemma 8, the main hypotheses imply that A + B = 0. 
Results (l), (2), and (3) now follow from the nonnegativity properties. If x 
and y are in the same orthant, then B = 0 as well which implies the rest. 
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